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ABSTRACT
Amazon Alexa’s booming third-party skill market has grown from 160 to 100,000 skills within three years. In this work, we make the first effort in demystifying the Alexa skill permission system by studying its security indicators. Our user study results show that most of the surveyed Alexa users did not understand the security implications of interacting with third parties via Alexa’s voice user interface (VUI). Despite the potential risks of undesired resource sharing, more than two-thirds of the surveyed Alexa users considered third-party skills safe because they think these skills are Alexa- or Amazon-owned applications. Together with other uncovered deficiencies of skill security indicator designs, our study indicates a pressing need for a paradigm shift in designing security indicators for VUI systems.

CCS CONCEPTS
• Security and privacy → Usability in security and privacy; • Human-centered computing → Auditory feedback.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Amazon Alexa supports a rapidly growing third-party developer community. There are more than 100,000 skills published in the Alexa store [24] with more than 12,376 different developers. However, third-party skills have been reportedly posing threats to user privacy and security. For example, SkillExplorer [44] reports that some third-party skills have been requesting users’ private information and eavesdropping without strictly adhering to the developer and platform policies.

To remediate the problem of potentially invasive skills, Amazon Alexa uses various security indicators to alert users regarding possible risks of using third-party skills. In this work, we refer to these indicators as skill security indicators which are associated with three methods of user resource sharing: skill permission, account linking [11], and skill inputs/outputs [44] (or skill I/O). A natural question arises - how effective are skill security indicators in helping users make security- and privacy-preserving decisions?

Previous research [31, 41, 47, 55] has extensively studied the usability of mobile- and web-based permission systems and proposed appropriate mitigation. However, these results are not directly applicable to scrutinize Alexa’s voice user interface (VUI) design. This is because Alexa’s VUI design is fundamentally different from existing visual- or tactile-oriented user interfaces (e.g., a touch screen interface) in several ways. First, it adopts outsourced and cloud-based application processing to accommodate the excessive computational power need for natural language processing (NLP). While mobile applications are primarily locally-hosted and source code level vetting [13] is a common practice, Alexa skills are usually hosted in third-party remote servers [17, 34], which are neither monitored nor checked by the platform. This incurs code update vulnerabilities [34, 58] which allow arbitrarily content change and aggressive use of acquired user resources. Second, VUI is invisible and single-tasking [40]. This is because many users do not have the access to a screen when using Echo devices. The invisibility forces VUI systems to minimize complex human-computer interactions and prefer turn-based simple tasks such as question answering and device controlling. Given a short response time and constrained or no run-time indicators (e.g., no prompted window exists in VUI), users often do limited cognitive processing [40, 50]. This leads to potential unawareness of skills’ invasive behaviors such as run-time information collection.

In this work, we design two user studies to explore the never-before-studied skill security indicators. First, we conduct a user survey with 124 valid Alexa users to quantitatively test the effectiveness of skill security indicators in warning users against potential risks. Second, we perform a qualitative skill experiment by recruiting 41 valid Alexa users to use Alexa skills and conduct an interactive interview. In this experiment, we not only validate the results in the user survey but also scrutinize why users behaved in such ways. While the user survey aimed to collect user data based
on their past experience, the interview-based skill experiment was designed to capture users’ perception of skill security indicators in an immediate, in-depth manner.

Our study indicates dichotomous results. While many respondents understood the security implications of sharing conventional user resources (e.g., device address, phone number), most of them had little knowledge about risks incurred by VUI’s unregulated back-end and voice-first features. For skill security indicators related to conventional capabilities (e.g., permissions on Android), more than half of the respondents were aware of the permissions. The comprehension rates (i.e., the percentage of respondents who comprehend the skill permission correctly) for these capabilities are high as well. However, we find that this knowledge is mostly inherited from users’ previous experience in using mobile applications.

We further study the root cause of this seemingly harmless cognitive inertia because it is unclear why almost none of them was willing to take any actions. The result indicates that many Alexa users overlook and misunderstand the potential risks of using third-party skills. First, both the attention and comprehension rates for VUI-related security indicators are low. Second, most respondents did not understand who would be accessing their resources. For example, the user survey shows that most respondents (71%) thought it is Amazon (instead of the third-party skills) who requested skill permissions and account linking. Also, they thought Amazon and Alexa are trustworthy; hence the skills are safe to use. This explains why most respondents were not willing to take action. These findings illustrate that the skill security indicators require a significant redesign to improve their effectiveness. After analyzing these findings, we provide several short-term recommendations such as audio-based warnings and post-usage warnings\(^1\), as well as discussion of long-term improvement strategies.

---

\(^1\)Most of the recommendations are provided in the project website, sites.google.com/view/dousersreallyknowalexa/.

2 BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK

2.1 Alexa Skills

2.1.1 Developing Third-party skills. In order to develop a third-party skill with the Alexa Skills Kit (ASK), two steps must be followed. The first step involves defining the language model for how the skill will expect users to interact with it, resulting in the production of an abstract parameter called intents through the use of unified speech processing. The second step is to build web services that can process the intents and other data received from the Alexa platform. These web services are hosted by the third parties themselves, and can be hosted using Amazon Web Service (AWS) accounts \([17]\) or Alexa-hosted services. In either case, third-party developers have full control over their web services and can make updates without requiring re-certification \([34]\).

2.1.2 Get Certification for Publishing a Third-party Skill. The certification process for skills developed for Amazon Alexa is designed to ensure that these skills meet certain security requirements \([20]\). For instance, the Alexa developer documentation specifies that skills should not include malicious hacking techniques such as phishing or Trojans. However, the way in which third-party skills behave after they have been published and how they manage acquired user resources is not subject to review or restriction by the Alexa store. This is because the current skill certification process does not require developers to provide the source code for their skills for review. Instead, third-party skills are hosted independently by the developers, and the content of these skills can be changed without any restrictions.

2.1.3 Skill Installation. Alexa users can install skills using two ways: (i) speak with skill-enabled devices and use voice commands to install a skill; (ii) browse and install skills through Alexa store (either web- or mobile-based). We find that many users prefer using the latter methods because the voice command based installation is limited in terms of the usability. First, users can only grant permissions or link their third-party accounts to skills via interfaces from web stores or mobile stores. Second, there are many skills with the same invocation names, and it is inaccurate to install a skill relying on voice commands alone \([48]\).

Therefore, this study focus on users’ installation experience through web- or mobile-based Alexa store. At the installation time, there are two ways for users to share access to their resources: skill permissions and account linking. Note that there is no installation time consent process for skill I/O. The skill permission is similar to mobile permission systems \([41]\); the key difference is that security enforcement is performed by the platform, which is located in the cloud. The account linking allows skill developers to access user-owned resources managed by third-parties, e.g., Facebook, Tesla, Google. The authorization is usually handled using OAuth 2.0 \([11]\) or OpenID \([51]\).

2.1.4 Interacting with Alexa. A user interacts with skills by speaking to Alexa-enabled devices such as Amazon Echo or smartphones with the Amazon Alexa application installed. In order to use a specific skill, users need to include the invocation name of a skill. For example, by speaking “Alexa, ask weather channel what’s the weather,” a user will begin using the third-party skill named “The
Weather Channel’ and its invocation name is “weather channel”. However, if the user speaks “Alexa, what is the weather?”; the default weather service (provided by Amazon Alexa) is triggered. The default services usually already have access to user resources associated with their Alexa accounts. In this work, we focus on the third-party skills which need users’ consent to access any user resources. After consenting to either skill permissions (e.g., the permissions listed in Table 1) or account linking, users will not be asked to grant any permissions when interacting with the skills. This ensures a smooth user experience.

### 2.2 Cognitive Inertia

Cognitive inertia is a psychological phenomenon that refers to the tendency for individuals to maintain their current beliefs, attitudes, and behaviors, even in the face of new information or experiences that may challenge or contradict those beliefs, attitudes, or behaviors [46]. This tendency is often referred to as “status quo bias,” as it involves a preference for maintaining the current state of affairs [52].

Cognitive inertia can be influenced by various factors, such as past experiences, social influences, and cognitive biases [54]. For example, individuals may be more likely to exhibit cognitive inertia if they have previously experienced negative consequences from changing their beliefs or behaviors, or if they receive social reinforcement for maintaining their current beliefs or behaviors [36].

Cognitive inertia can have both positive and negative consequences. On the one hand, it may facilitate stability and consistency in an individual’s beliefs, attitudes, and behaviors, which can be beneficial in certain contexts [46]. On the other hand, it may also lead to a resistance to change and a reluctance to consider new perspectives or alternatives, which can limit an individual’s flexibility and adaptability [54].

### 2.3 Related Work

#### 2.3.1 Voice Assistant Security

There are several research directions for studying Alexa security voice command attacks [28, 33, 57], voice squatting attacks [48, 58], and the Natural Language Understanding (NLU) related error-prone semantic interpretation [59]. However, there is little prior work studying permission (i.e., user resource management) issues in Amazon Alexa’s backend application processing. Moreover, due to the usage of a new VUI design, security flaws are often caused by the gap between the user perception and the actual operations or design of Alexa. For example, voice squatting attacks exploit the gap between the users’ intended voice commands and Alexa’s ASR transcription output. Also, the masquerading attacks mentioned by Zhang et al. [58] is the result of the difference between user perception of when Alexa should stop and actual Alexa termination decision. Therefore, it is non-trivial to study the never-before-assessed Alexa skill permission system and its related skill security indicators.

Researchers have extensively studied various types of warnings and indicators across different platforms. To better understand how humans process warning messages, a commonly used model in the field is the Communication-Human Information Processing (C-HIP) model [56], which has been applied to examine different security indicators such as web [39] and mobile platforms [43]. The C-HIP model proposes that appropriate warning design can lead to quick user action. However, the effectiveness of security indicators in the popular Alexa skill platform, which employs unique Voice User Interface (VUI) features, remains an open question. In this study, we draw from previous research [29, 32, 43, 49] and apply a three-step C-HIP model in a user survey to scrutinize skill security indicators. Additionally, we aim to address the challenges posed by VUI, as it is difficult to provide the same level of feedback and guidance as traditional user interfaces. Consequently, we propose design recommendations for security indicators in the Alexa skill platform.

#### 2.3.2 User Perception of Voice Assistants

Several studies have been done to learn about user perceptions on security and privacy aspects of voice assistants. Cho et al. [35] studies privacy and content customization of voice assistants and how users trust these systems. Abdi et al. [26] indicate that voice assistant users are not sure of how their data is being stored, processed, and shared. Huang et
Table 2: Security and privacy risks of Alexa and skill security indicator design.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Security and Privacy Information</th>
<th>Skill Security Indicators</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>R1. Requested scope and consequences</td>
<td>Skill Permission</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conventional App Processing</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>R2. Third-party identity</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VUI-related</td>
<td>R3. Dynamic Content</td>
<td>✗</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>R4. Hidden behavior at back-end</td>
<td>✗</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>R5. Run-time Information Collection</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

✓: Warnings provided with either passively or proactively,
✗: No warnings provided in any form,
*: Not applicable. This is because run-time information collection is not related to skill permissions and account linking.

3 SKILL SECURITY INDICATOR

In this section, to motivate the user studies of skill security indicators’ effectiveness, we introduce the risks of using third-party skills with real-world examples. Then, we discuss about the detailed design of skill security indicators.

3.1 Risks incurred by Third-party Skills

After examining the user resources that Alexa skills can access, we identified five risks that can be classified into two categories: conventional capabilities commonly found in mobile apps, and VUI-related risks that are new to users. This categorization provides a framework for understanding the potential security and privacy implications of using Alexa skills.

As shown in Table 2, the first category of risks includes two conventional capabilities that are commonly used in both mobile apps and Alexa skills. Requested scope and consequences (R1) refers to the access permissions requested by the app or skill and the potential consequences of granting such access. Third-party identity (R2) refers to the potential for third-party access to the user’s identity information during the account linking process. To mitigate the risk of compromising their privacy and security, users should carefully review the permissions and account linking requests before granting access.

The second category includes three VUI-related risks that are critical to user security and privacy. These risks are dynamic content (R3), hidden behavior at skill back-end (R4), and information collection (R5), which occur during the distributed skill processing, and skill I/O (or run-time) respectively. These risks are unique to VUI, and they pose significant security and privacy challenges to users. In the following sections, we provide a detailed explanation of each of these three risks.

3.1.1 Distributed Skill Processing. To elaborate on R3 and R4 risks, we present a skill named MapNav [4] (published by ourselves) whose advertised functionality is to calculate the distance between one place to another. It requests the Device Address permission and the account linking to Google. Once a user linked her Google account, MapNav obtains the Google access token that can be used to access the user information as well as be used in other places.

R3: Dynamic Content. MapNav is able to play any speech feedback to users. We show an audio file-based approach in Listing 1. In Line 1 and 2, different audio URLs can be defined. Then, this skill can use any of them at Line 11 to play speech back to the user based on intent information at Line 5 and 6. This may incur unexpected and potentially inappropriate content such as information collection questions, abusive content, etc. Specifically, MapNav utilizes various predefined audio URLs, which can be chosen at runtime based on user intent. This may incur unexpected and potentially inappropriate content such as information collection questions, abusive words, etc.

Listing 1: Skill Source Code: Dynamic Content

```java
1 const soundURL_1 = 'https://xxx.benign.com/file.mp3';
2 const soundURL_2 = 'https://xxx.malicious.com/file.mp3';
3 const StartSoundHandler = {
4     canHandle(handlerInput) {
5         return request.type === 'IntentRequest'
6             && request.intent.name === 'AnswerHandler';
7     },
8     handle(handlerInput) {
9         .addAudioPlayerPlayDirective
10            ('REPLACE_ALL', soundURL_1, expectedToken, 0, null)
11            .withSimpleCard('Example', 'Example')
12            .getResponse(); } );
```

R4: Hidden Behavior. This skill can also perform different hidden actions such as unauthorized resource sharing, gaining more resources than needed, etc. In detail, MapNav acquires the access tokens for Amazon and Google after interacting with the Alexa platform. Then it obtains the user data using these tokens. At the same time, the tokens can be sent out to other parties without any restriction. Also, this skill can not only acquire the location information on Google account profile but also unnecessary information such as a user’s full name and email address. To do that, MapNav simply defines more fields in the request. We find that Google People API by default allows the requester to gain profile information that is not requested. Moreover, other conditional code executions such as behavior changes based on execution time are also feasible [34].
In Listing 2, we demonstrate how to share the gained resource and even gain more user data than needed. The skill gets the access tokens for Amazon (line 5) and Google (line 12) from the Alexa platform. Then it gets the user data using the tokens in line 11 and line 21. At the same time, the tokens can be sent out to other parties without any restriction. Also, this skill can not only acquire the location information on Google account profile but also unnecessary information such as a user’s true name and email address. For instance, line 2 shows how we can define more fields in the request.

```javascript
1 const userFields = 'birthdays, addresses';
2 const APIkey = 'AIzaSyBaZRA1g5b48FFYb0Qxxxxxxx';
3 const permissions = ['read::alexa.device:all.address'];
4 const consentToken = requestEnvelope.context.System.user.permissions
5 // get access token from Amazon for platform permission
6 && requestEnvelope.context.System.user.permissions.consentToken;
7 const deviceAddressServiceClient = serviceClientFactory.getDeviceAddressServiceClient();
8 // get device address from Amazon
9 const address = await deviceAddressServiceClient.getFullAddress(deviceId);
10 var accessToken = System.user.accessToken;
11 // get access token for Google from Amazon Alexa
13 return data;
14 const urlPeople = 'https://content-people.googleapis.com/v1/people/?personFields='
15 const people = await (async () => { ... return data from Google
Listing 2: Skill Source Code: Access users’ resource in their Google accounts
```

3.2.2 Account Linking. User resources associated with their Alexa accounts (e.g., device address, Amazon Pay) can be acquired via skill permissions. If one or more skill permissions are declared in a skill, two skill security indicators are shown to users. First, a passive warning (1 in Figure 2) lists the skill permission names on the homepage. Second, a permission prompt window with all requested permissions (shown in Figure 1) is used to request users’ consent. For each permission, a description is provided to help users understand the risks of consenting to the request. For example, the permission prompt in Figure 1 (in Section 1) explains what is Alexa Notification and Alexa Reminder. Users can toggle the permission buttons to select what permissions to grant [22].

```
```

Figure 2: Skill homepage for “GasBuddy” skill. R1 (i.e., resource scope) is provided in 1, and R2 (i.e., third-party identity) is described by “GasBuddy”.

3.2 Indicator Design

Next, we describe the indicator design and what are the conveyed risks. We show that current skill security indicators are only designed to convey risks: R1, R2, and R3. In the following sections, we focus on providing an in-depth study for these three risk types, and we also discuss R4 and R5 in Section 6.

3.2.1 Skill Permissions. User resources associated with their Alexa accounts (e.g., device address, Amazon Pay) can be acquired via skill permissions. If one or more skill permissions are declared in a skill, two skill security indicators are shown to users. First, a passive warning (1 in Figure 2) lists the skill permission names on the homepage. Second, a permission prompt window with all requested permissions (shown in Figure 1) is used to request users’ consent. For each permission, a description is provided to help users understand the risks of consenting to the request. For example, the permission prompt in Figure 1 (in Section 1) explains what is Alexa Notification and Alexa Reminder. Users can toggle the permission buttons to select what permissions to grant [22].

3.2.2 Account Linking. User resources managed by non-Alexa entities can be accessed by account linking. For example, a skill can be linked to a user’s Google account to access the associated user data, such as contact information. There are two skill security indicators designed for account linking. First, a passive warning (i.e., an account linking

3.3.2 User Resource Collection. Account linking...
“account linking” icon shown as ② in Figure 2) will be shown on the skill homepage if the skill developer declares account linking. However, similar to the passive warning for skill permissions, no detailed information regarding the risks of using this function is displayed. Second, after the users clicked the “Enable” button, an account linking process will/can be triggered to redirect the users to an external log-in page. and users will be redirected to a log-in page for configuring the account linking. During this process, a log-in page warning (recommended by Amazon [11]) should exist to inform users of how the third-party skill access users’ resources.

According to the Alexa developer documentation, “link accounts” means “to get the user’s permission to obtain ... the user data” [21]. The underlying risk (i.e., R1 and R2) is that the third-party skill would gain access to users’ sensitive resources associated with the linked account. To warn users against potentially invasive third-party skills, Amazon recommends that any implemented account linking process should let the users “view and accept any terms and conditions”.

### 3.2.3 Skill I/O

Skills can also acquire user information through skill I/O [44]. When interacting with a user, skills can output a question and collect the information with the speech input. For example, a skill named Wiffy [10], which is designed to be a Wi-Fi password management skill, asks for users’ phone numbers. Security indicators related to skill I/O are limited to a passive warning (i.e., the “Dynamic Content” shown in ③ in Figure 2). Specifically, in this warning (Figure 3), potential dynamic content is mentioned to warn users of the risks while interacting with third-party skills. This passive warning is clickable, but no prompt window or other proactive security indicator design is used. Also, this dynamic content warning exists in all skill homepages.

As shown in Figure 3, a skill’s output can be dynamic (i.e., R3). Also, Amazon does not guarantee the effectiveness of the certification process provided by the Alexa market. It is admitted that a skill can change their behavior at any time. For example, a trivia skill [9] may change its output questions every time it is triggered. However, the change in skill output can be policy-violating or even malicious. For example, an originally normal question may contain inappropriate sexual comments [34] at a later time. Also, a neutral question could become a question aiming to collect private information.

### 3.3 Design Issues and Example Attacks

#### Skill Permissions

The first problem is the prompt window’s permission-manager design [30]. This approach ensures a smooth user experience; however, it is less effective as a security indicator to convey R1 and R2 (i.e., requested scope and consequences & third-party identity). Users may not pay attention to these reminder-ful skill permission prompts and take it for granted that these skill permission requests should be safe to consent. The second problem is the descriptions provided by permission prompts could be vague to users. As a result, a user might proceed with the skill without fully understanding the scope and security implications of granting skill permissions. For example, the description for Alexa Reminder capability [19] does not depict that a third-party skill can play audio messages automatically. This capability can potentially become invasive with the extensive control of when and how to play audio to users’ private space. Another example is that the Alexa list mentioned in Read List and Write List is unexplained. Users could underestimate the risks because skills can access both Shopping and To-Do Lists associated with users’ Amazon accounts [18] using these two skill permissions.

#### Account Linking

The problem of existing account linking approach is that users may not check or understand the warning and then relate any risks to the skill. Skills’ heterogeneous linking processes are implemented by different third-party authorization servers. This heterogeneity results in the question of whether log-in page warnings would always be effective in alerting users to R1 and R2. For example, as shown in Figure 4, no scope declaration or consent process is implemented by Strava. The missing log-in page warnings make it unclear what resources would be given away to the third-party skill. As a result, users’ private information associated with their Strava account, such as home address, GPS location, daily activities, could be exposed unexpectedly. This is not

---

The skill’s backend code can be modified freely by the developers [34]
an isolated example because we find some other companies also did not have a well-implemented log-in page warning [3].

Skill I/O. The problem is that passive warnings, such as the click-to-open warning design used in this case, usually have very low attention rates [49, 55]. As a result, users may ignore this skill security indicator (shown in Figure 3) which is related to R3. Moreover, compared with visual interfaces, VUI is relatively new to users. Thus, if this indicator cannot convey all the risks properly (i.e., R3, R4, and R5 mentioned in Section 3.2), users may not notice any potential dangers when interacting with skills. For example, the Wiffy skill mentioned in Section 3.2.3 has a potentially policy-violating question to collect users’ phone numbers. A user might not be aware of the potential problems of collecting their phone number (R5: run-time information collection) and potential unwanted information sharing (R4: hidden behavior at back-end). These problems lead to a potential ineffective skill security indicator design for skill I/O.

4 USER SURVEY

The user survey aims to quantitatively test the skill security indicators’ effectiveness with the aforementioned risks considered. We start presenting the user survey by introducing the applied methodology and survey questions. Next, we describe user study details and the findings.

4.1 Methodology and Recruitment

When designing the user survey, we adhered to two design principles. First, following the best practice in studying security indicators [43], both user survey and skill experiment were used to correlate and justify the study results. Second, we leveraged C-HIP model [42, 56] as a guideline to design user studies for both studies. Specifically, the following three key steps in the C-HIP model are used:

- Attention: Do users pay attention to a skill security indicator? A user needs to switch focus from the primary task (i.e., installing a skill) to the security indicator, and she needs to focus on the security indicator for long enough to read and evaluate them.
- Comprehension: Do users understand the risk of granting permissions (for allowing resource access via skill permissions, account linking, or skill I/O) to third-party skills? Users need to understand the scope and implications of the permission.
- Behavior: Do skill security indicators influence users’ installation decisions? Do users ever cancel installation because of the security indicators? Users should not install skills whose permissions exceed their comfort thresholds.

We did the recruitment and payment distribution of the user survey using Amazon Mechanical Turk (MTurk)4. We used different MTurk recruitment filters to ensure the quality of the data collection. For example, we recruited MTurk workers who had high job approval rates (greater than 90%) and a sufficient number of approved jobs (greater than 500). Also, we recruited participants who are from the United States because our targeted Alexa language is “English (US”).

We initially recruited 150 respondents and paid $10 for each finished task. To ensure the quality of such online data collection, two attention check questions (e.g., “Can you open the survey link properly?”) to help filter out bots and inattentive respondents. We also filtered out respondents who were inconsistent in answering the questions. For example, we ask a question at the beginning of the survey: if you own a smartphone? We do not include the answers from those who provided a negative response. We only recruited respondents who have used Alexa, and one needs a mobile app to initiate an Echo device or use the Alexa mobile application. Alexa users may use different portals. We asked the respondents to select their primary way of exploring and installing skills (either mobile, web, or voice command). We do not consider the results from those who only use voice commands to install skills. This was because skills with account linking or skill permissions cannot be installed via voice commands alone. As a result, 124 respondents’ answers were collected. We assigned 18 minutes for a user to finish the survey. The average finish time was 14 minutes 17 seconds.

Among the 124 respondents, 60 were male, and 64 were female, with the remainder declining to identify their gender. Most of the respondents’ age was between 29 and 39 (44%). Others’ age distribution was: 23% between the ages of 18 and 28, 26% between the ages of 40 and 50, and 7% between the ages of 51 and 61. Moreover, 52% of the respondents use the web Alexa store as their primary Alexa portal. For education background, 69 of them own a bachelor’s degree or higher.

4.2 Survey Questions

The survey questions are designed to focus on collecting users’ perceptions of the skill security indicators based on their experience of using Alexa. In this study, we did not require the respondents to interact with Alexa. The user survey has 30 questions. The first part of it consists of 9 general questions asking about respondents’ backgrounds, including their gender, education history, and familiarity with Alexa. The second part of the user survey consists of 21 questions regarding user experience related to skill security indicators. Six of the questions were randomly-picked skill permission quiz questions (see the full question list and results in Table 6 of Appendix C). These quiz questions were designed to study users’ comprehension of skill permissions. To do that, we showed the respondents a skill permission prompt (with one permission request). Among the options, other than “I don’t know” and “None of these”, one or two correct options were provided. The correct options were reasonable inferences of the capabilities implied by the skill permissions.

4.3 Skill permissions

4.3.1 Attention. Do users pay attention to skill permission security indicators? Attention is the prerequisite of other steps in a C-HIP model. It is crucial to understand if Alexa users are paying attention to the skill indications, such as skill permissions in the first place. First, we asked the respondents if they ever used skills with
Table 3: User survey results for skill permission attention rates.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Attention to Passive Warning</th>
<th>95% CI</th>
<th>Attention to Permission Prompt</th>
<th>95% CI</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Looked at permission</td>
<td>39%</td>
<td>23% to 54%</td>
<td>42.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Did not look, but aware</td>
<td>51.7%</td>
<td>28% to 63%</td>
<td>42%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Checked Description</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>9.2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Was unaware of permission¹</td>
<td>9.3%</td>
<td>4% to 13.5%</td>
<td>6.5%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

¹: A respondent might forgot what they did in the past. We do not compare this result with skill experiment’s result.
N/A: There was no description provided for the passive warnings shown in skill homepages.

permission(s). For respondents who answered yes, we then asked them³, “For the last time when you installed an Alexa skill, which of the following properties of the skill were you aware of before you decided to enable it?” Next, for the respondents who chose the option of "skill permission", we further checked if they remember what they looked at? The answer could be either the passive warning or permission prompt. Note that we did not expect all the participants to remember what they looked at accurately. A more interactive and in-depth study will be applied in the skill experiment (Section 5). Lastly, if the respondents answered that they looked at the permission prompt, we further questioned them if they checked the permission descriptions (e.g., the descriptions in Figure 1).

We found that 13 respondents had never used skills with permissions or account linking. The reason could be that many skills published in the Alexa store only perform simple tasks like question answering. Thus, these skills usually do not request skill permissions or account linking. As shown in Table 3, even though a fair amount of Alexa users were aware of or looked at the permissions (either passive warning or permission prompt), they did not further check the detailed permission descriptions. The skill permission attention rates were low because only a few (9.2%) checked the details.

Finding 1: Most respondents did not pay attention to skill permission details. The results from the user survey show that some respondents did notice the skill permissions. However, only a small portion of them checked skill permission descriptions at least once when they were installing the skills. As suggested by the C-HIP model, this could prevent users from understanding the risks conveyed in the skill security indicators.

4.3.2 Comprehension. Do users understand the risks of granting skill permissions? It is essential to assess how Alexa users perceive the scope and implication of skill permissions. We asked each respondent 6 randomly-selected permission quiz questions. In each question, both the permission name and descriptions were displayed. The results indicate that most respondents understood conventional permissions such as Device Address. Also, we consider Alexa-specific skill permissions which are capabilities directly related to VUI functions such as Alexa list read/write, Alexa audio playing (e.g., Alexa Reminders). The results show that the comprehension rates for Alexa-specific permissions were low. For instance, Alexa Reminders has a comprehension rate of 31.8%. Also, users were confused at the difference between Alexa Reminders and Alexa Notification. Note that, the full list of permission descriptions and quiz results can be found in project website [15].

Also, for conventional permission quiz questions, there was no statistical correlation between age and the number of correct answers. However, for Alexa-specific permissions, there was a negative correlation (r = -0.557, p < 0.001); younger people were more likely to understand Alexa capabilities.

Finding 2: Compared to traditional permission models, a smaller percentage of Alexa users demonstrated a strong comprehension of Alexa-specific skill permissions, with only 44% providing correct responses overall. Users appear to be more familiar with traditional capabilities commonly used on other popular platforms, such as mobile phones. However, we did not assess the statistical significance of respondent groups that own or do not own mobile devices, as we excluded respondents who reported no use of mobile applications. Instead, we examined such behavior in the skill experiment conducted in Section 5.

Notably, 46.3% of respondents selected an incorrect option for the Alexa Reminders quiz question, which was the correct answer for Alexa Notification. While Alexa Reminders are usually user-set and intended to remind users of important tasks or events, Alexa Notification can be more intrusive since they are generated by third-party services and may be beyond the user’s control.

We also asked respondents “Who requested and used the skill permission(s)?” to gauge their understanding of third-party involvement in the Alexa ecosystem. Surprisingly, a significant portion of Alexa users did not recognize the role of third parties in the ecosystem. In the user survey, 71% of respondents believed that either Amazon or Alexa was responsible for requesting skill permissions, while none of the respondents selected the correct answer, which was “the third-party skill”.

Finding 3: Many of the respondents thought that it is Amazon who requested the skill permission. Some users did not consider the permissions carefully because they thought Amazon created the skills so that these skills can be trusted. This incurs a confused deputy problem. For example, if an evil skill can leverage users’ misplaced trust to acquire private information or other resources. Specifically, because user-owned resources are often protected well by either Amazon or other platforms, it could be difficult for an attacker to gain these resources without becoming a skill developer. However,
once the users’ trust in Amazon is falsely transferred to a skill controlled by a third party, the third-party could easily access users’ resources.

4.4 Account Linking

4.4.1 Attention. Do users pay attention to the security indicators for account linking? There are two skill security indicators used in the account linking process: the passive warning before installing and the log-in page warning during the account linking process. We aim to examine if the respondents ever checked these two indicators. We first asked the respondents, “Have you ever used any skills with account linking?” We exclude respondents who never used skill account linking. As a result, 107 valid results were collected. Next, we raised the question, “Did you notice any warning messages when using the account linking?” We found that most of the respondents (81.3%) were aware of warnings regarding account linking in general. Fewer respondents (64.4%) specifically noticed the log-in page warning. We used the skill experiment illustrated below to understand further why respondents paid more attention to account linking than skill permissions.

4.4.2 Comprehension. Do users understand the risks of the account linking? In the survey, for the 107 respondents who have used skills with account linking, we ask them regarding the passive warning of account linking, “what does ‘account linking available’ mean?” The result shows that 72% of the web-based Alexa respondents and 62% of the mobile-based respondents understood the conveyed risk of proceeding with the skill with account linking. We also showed the respondents three different log-in page warning examples (i.e., screenshots from Amazon, Google, and Best Buy account linking). There were 68.9% (32/46), and 72.7% (24/33) of the respondents who perceived the warning messages from Amazon and Google correctly. However, there were only 29% (11/38) respondents who checked Best Buy account linking warning understood it correctly (a detailed case study can be found in Appendix B). Another question we asked was about who requested account linking. There are 100 out of 107 respondents (93.5%) who answered either Amazon or Alexa. This further consolidates Finding 3.

Finding 4: The respondents understood the log-in page warnings if it is well presented. We found that most of the respondents understood the warnings provided in the account linking process. This indicates that, with proper indicator design, it is possible to inform the users regarding potential risks in a VUI setting.

4.5 Skill I/O

4.5.1 Attention and Comprehension. Do users pay attention to and understand the security indicator for skill I/O? As discussed in Section 3.2, only a passive warning is associated with skill I/O. Moreover, the passive warning was not shown to the user directly. Instead, a user has to click the “Dynamic Content” link in the Skill Detail section of the skill homepage (shown as 3 in Figure 2) to see skill I/O related warning message. In both experiments, we checked if any respondent ever clicked and checked the passive warning. The result shows that no respondents noticed or clicked it. We further want to check that assuming a respondent looked at the warning message, will she understand the risks conveyed? Thus, we presented them the "Dynamic Content" message and asked their understanding of that. As a result, 21 out of 124 respondents of the user survey and 4 out of 28 respondents from the skill experiment perceived it correctly.

Finding 5: Alexa users did not check or understand skill I/O security indicators. We found that the respondents are unfamiliar with skill I/O in terms of its potential risks or how it works. While VUI is new to any users, more effective and educational indicators should be provided to help users understand the risks in such a new user interface.

4.6 Behavior

We asked the respondents if they have ever decided not to install a skill? Only 6 respondents answered that they had declined the skill installation process. Four respondents claimed that they did not remember if they ever declined to install a skill. The others (114/124) provided negative answers. Next, for respondents who had ever decided not to install a skill, we asked them the reasons. The result shows that only 3 respondents were influenced by skill permission. No one declined to install or use a skill due to the security indicator of account linking. The potential reason could be that there are no actionable recommendations provided in the skill security indicator (i.e., the icon “Account Linking Available”). Thus, the respondents might not know what they are supposed to do even if they think the account linking can be dangerous. Also, no respondent reported that she was affected by the skill I/O security indicators.

5 SKILL EXPERIMENT

In the user survey, we found that risks regarding VUI are not well presented to users. To further verify these findings and explore users’ mental models behind these findings, we initially recruited 45 respondents (4 excluded) to conduct a skill experiment. The participants in the two studies are recruited separately.

5.1 Experiment Design

Different from the questionnaire design of the user survey, the skill experiment asked respondents to install real-world Alexa skills and answer interview questions. There are two reasons for conducting the skill experiment. First, by asking users to use the skills, we can collect user data based on their fresh memory, which can be useful to confirm and explore the findings from the user survey. Second, the skill experiments were designed to gather nuanced data. With a longer experiment time assigned, we designed various open-ended questions to explore the mental models behind users’ behaviors.

The first part includes general questions regarding education background, gender, etc. For the second part, we asked the respondents to use three different Alexa skills. After using each skill, they were interviewed regarding their experience in using the skills. The first skill, created by us, was used as a check-in skill to validate the respondents’ ability to use Alexa and to help them warm up. The next two skills were selected from a pool of 9 skills covering various observed skill security indicator use cases. We assigned 30 respondents to each set of skill security indicators. We excluded 4 respondents who did not pass the check-in skill, resulting in 28
valid answers for each set of the indicators. Appendix A provides further details on the skills used.

5.2 Results

Skill Permission Attention. To validate Finding 1, we asked them the same questions as the user survey to check what they looked at when installing the skill. We collected 28 valid results from the skill experiment, and 17 (60.7%) of them claimed (at least for one time) that they noticed the skill permission. Five of them checked the detailed permission warnings. For those who did not check the detailed descriptions, we asked for the reasons. We found that many respondents tend to get rid of permission prompts as soon as possible. For example, one respondent’s feedback is listed as follows.

I just keep clicking. The skill should be safe I think. (P-02, G2)  

The result consolidates Finding 1. The mental model of ignoring the skill permission prompts explains why many users were not checking skill permission details. However, it is still unclear about the reasons behind this mental model. Hence, we asked the respondents to answer a skill permission quiz with (similar to the user survey) 3 Alexa-specific and 3 conventional skill permissions. There are 21 (75%) respondents who answered all three conventional permission questions correctly. Among these 21 respondents, 9 of them reported that they never checked the skill permission details. We then asked them why they still knew the answer. We found that most of them (8/9) said the knowledge was inherited from their experience of using mobile applications. Thus, we conclude that there exists cognitive inertia that some Alexa users tend to only use what they know and resist changes.

Alexa-specific Permissions. Based on the quiz result, we found that only 1 (3.6%) of the respondents answered all Alexa-specific permission questions correctly. We also asked the respondents the difference between Alexa Reminders and Alexa Notification. After manually checking the answers, we found that most of the respondents (24/28) did not answer them correctly. Note there are 4 of these 24 respondents failed to provide a meaningful answer (blank or one-word answer). These results approve Finding 2.

Who uses my data? For respondents who used skill with skill permissions, we asked them who requested the skill permission; the result confirms Finding 3 that most users (20/28) did not realize that skills are not managed or owned by Amazon/Alexa. For respondents who experienced the account linking process, 9 out of 28 respondents (32.1%) answered that it was the third-party developer/skill who gained access to their resources. These results are consistent with Finding 3. For respondents who think it is Amazon or Alexa who requested and used the permission, we further asked them why they thought so. As a result, we found many of them thought that the Alexa and the skills are conceptually one entity. For example, one of the respondents answered:

I am talking to the Echo device and it is sold by Amazon. Also, I enabled the skill on Amazon website. Then it should be Amazon who did that. (P-033, G2)

Log-in Page Warnings. We first asked the respondent if they noticed any security warnings during the account linking process. The result shows that 22 (out of 28) of the respondents were aware of the passive warning. Also, there were 17 respondents noticed the log-in page warning and 13 of these 17 respondents claimed they checked the details of the log-in page warnings. There were 2 out 10 respondents who tested “Running history check for Strava” reported that they were aware of log-in page warnings. We found that, compared with respondents who used the account linking process provided by Strava, the respondents who used skills with account linking to Amazon or Twitter performed significantly better in checking log-in page warnings (20% vs 83.3%; Mann-Whitney U Test, U = 33, p < 0.05). We checked the log-in page warning design of Strava and noticed that Twitter and Amazon’s account linking processes are better presented with proper scope declaration and consent windows.

Skill I/O. After the respondents used skills without account linking and skill permissions, we asked them if they decided not to install the skill? As a result, only two out of 28 respondents have declined the skill installation. Both of them were assigned to test “Wiffy” skill. However, we found that they become cautious not because of the skill permission indicators but other factors. For example, one respondent who declined to use Wiffy skill said that,

I don’t feel comfortable giving out my Wi-Fi information to an app that I know little about. There isn’t a concrete description of how the Wi-Fi password was stored, and if they can or cannot share it with others. (P-29, G2)

We chose “Wiffy” based on the example policy-violating skill mentioned in SkillExplorer [44]. Guo et al. [44] showed that type of skill could be dangerous as it would collect users’ private information covertly with skill I/O. The aforementioned result shows that the skill I/O security indicator failed to alert users regarding potential risks.

6 DISCUSSION

In this section, we will begin by outlining our suggested design recommendations for the security indicators of Alexa skills. Following that, we will explore various unresolved issues that have the potential to offer valuable insights for future research.

6.1 Design Recommendations

Skill Permission. The permission prompt should not be designed like a permission manager [30]. The current design implies a false impression that the skills have been installed and users are asked to remove any preset permissions if they want. We notice that users tend to skip the prompt window as soon as they can by clicking the “Save Permission” buttons. First, the skill permission should not be preset to be true. Second, the prompt window design should encourage the users to check the skill permission descriptions carefully. For example, similar to the mobile permission prompt design, the skill permissions’ prompt window should ask users to choose either “Allow” or “Reject” for each permission. This can potentially increase the users’ willingness of checking permission details.

Account Linking. Alexa relies on third parties to implement the log-in page warnings. However, we find that not all third-party
authorization servers provide well-defined and easy-to-read log-in page warnings. We first recommend that the Amazon Alexa store enforce a better log-in page design by including a stricter certification process for the account linking process. It should use a prompt window for each permission requested. Moreover, the scope should be clearly defined as well. Second, the passive warning of account linking should be more warning-like with detailed risk information included. Third, we recommend adding the scope of account linking to the skill permission prompt window. This is a feasible approach because the scope information can be acquired easily with the OAuth protocol. The benefit is that users can then check the warnings for account linking consistently rather than viewing them in different formats implemented by different third parties.

Skill I/O. It is not sufficient to only use a passive warning to alert the users to the risks of skill I/O. How a skill could leverage skill I/O should be clearly described in a more obvious manner. First, skills’ I/O-related warning can be considered as a type of skill permission to be displayed in the permission prompt window. This would help increase the attention rate and help users understand what the risks could be. Another way to alert the users is to play audio warnings when users are interacting with the skills. Unfortunately, this is a challenging task because it will significantly decrease usability by reducing the effective interaction time. Audio-based warning messages could still be useful. For example, Alexa may use a different voice or accent when playing speech from a third-party skill. We also believe that post-usage warnings can be helpful. For example, in the current iOS permission system [16], a post-usage warning for background resource usage will warn users of how many times an app (such as Google Maps) has used the user’s resource (e.g., location) in the background. Alexa may learn the lesson of leveraging post-usage warnings to help users understand implicit permission usage.

Alexa Skill Modifications. Shortly after completing the initial version of our study, we promptly communicated our findings and recommendations to the security team responsible for the Alexa skill platform. Recently, several changes have been observed, including the fact that skill permissions are no longer preset to be enabled. Instead, users are required to manually select the permissions they wish to grant. Additionally, the account linking log-in page has been enhanced to provide more detailed information about the user data that will be shared with third-party skills.

6.2 Open Problems

Cognitive inertia in VA. Users have been educated in using different mobile or web applications. Our study finds that many user behaviors are affected by the knowledge inherited from their past experience. For example, users tend to trust applications downloaded from Google Play App Store. However, there is a great difference between the traditional app store and the Alexa skill store. In specific, skills are not vetted based on their source code [34]. It could be dangerous to trust a skill even it is after the store vetting because the output from the skills can be malicious or policy-violating [34, 44]. How to better educate users and prevent harmful cognitive inertia remains an open question.

Third-party hosted skills. As many services are migrating to the cloud, it is becoming an increasingly challenging task to study security and privacy-related resource usage in modern applications. This is also a big problem for Alexa skills and other voice assistant platforms. The reason is that almost all these platforms let the third-party hosted skills on any cloud-based web services. As a result, it is difficult for the platforms to moderate the skill behaviors if they are not hosted in the same domain. Thus, the question is, how can a cloud-hosted skill be checked or monitored by the platforms or security researchers? This also leads to another question of how to enforce cloud-based permission systems?

6.3 Limitations, Ethics and Safety

We used a remote semi-moderated design in the skill experiment. In the future, to explore more about the usable skill security indicators, another way could be applying a moderated physical experiment to collect more insightful data [38, 39]. This could potentially help collect more details regarding users’ thinking process. However, we argue that the methodology used in this work is also working well. By studying the methodologies from previous work [41, 58], we used various ways to ensure the user study is close to a real-world one. For example, we first recruited people who own voice assistant devices. Second, we used many screenshots and detailed scenario descriptions to mimic how users used Alexa skills in the real world. Our research was approved by the university IRB. Both the user studies and developed skills did not collect any personal identifiable information or any other sensitive user data. Moreover, we followed university guidelines over campus safety during the COVID-19 period, and no in-person experiment is conducted.

7 CONCLUSION

In this paper, we studied the security indicators of the popular Amazon Alexa platform. To understand how users perceive the skill security indicators, we performed two user studies: a user survey and a skill experiment. Our findings show that Alexa users pay little to no attention to some critical skill security indicators and often misinterpret the risks associated with skill permissions. Additionally, many users have misplaced trust in third-party skills wherein they may expect all skills to be safe because they are backed or owned by Amazon/Alexa. As this can lead to users falling victim to undesirable or even malicious skills, we discussed recommended changes to skill security indicators to improve their effectiveness. We hope that our findings can stimulate future research efforts in this emerging direction.
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A STUDY MATERIALS

For the last time you enabled (first time usage) an Alexa skill, which of the following properties of the skill were you aware of before you decided to enable it?

- Skill Description
- Skill reviews (numeric score)
- Skill reviews (user's written feedback)
- Internet reviews (e.g., Reddit or other websites)
- Example voice commands
- Skill Permissions
- Account Linking
- Skill Policies (If shown after skill description)
- I don't remember any
- Something else, please specify below
- I do not understand these options

Figure 5: Survey question for skill permission attention.

The skills used for skill I/O are: Wiffy [10], Twenty Questions [9], and Calm My Cat [2].

Table 4: Skills used in the skill experiment of skill permission.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Skill Name</th>
<th>Requested Skill Permission</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>The Soap Box [8]</td>
<td>Device Address, Full Name</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Email Address, Mobile Number</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5: Skills used in the skill experiment of account linking.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Skill Name</th>
<th>Account Linking</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Running history check for Strava [23]</td>
<td>Strava</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shower Timer [6]</td>
<td>Instagram</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Angel Investor [1]</td>
<td>Amazon</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

B CASE STUDY: BEST BUY SKILL

Alexa relies on third-party authorization servers to implement the log-in page warning. However, we have found that not all third-party servers provide well-defined and readable log-in page warnings. For instance, as shown in Figure 6, the Best Buy log-in page presents two problems. Firstly, the warning message on this page, which reads as follows,

"By linking your Best Buy account to Alexa, you will enable voice purchases from Best Buy without further action. To disable this function, you must delete the Best Buy skill."

is neither well-defined nor easily readable. The scope and implications of the warning are unclear, and the font size is small. Furthermore, the message is embedded in the log-in window, which makes it challenging for an Alexa user to either notice or comprehend the log-in page warning.

Secondly, we found that the Best Buy account linking can be done without the user’s consent. We also identified a potential automatic log-in scenario. If a user previously logged into their Best Buy account and selected the “Keep me signed in” option, they will be automatically linked to a skill with an account linking request to Best Buy.

Figure 6: Example of automatic login during account linking.

C SKILL PERMISSION COMPREHENSION STUDY

In Table 6, we present the quiz questions and results for skill permission comprehension. We would like to note that during our communication with the Alexa team, we learned that the Alexa Notification permission was deprecated in late 2020, and a new version called the Proactive Events API [14] was introduced.
Table 6: User comprehension quiz questions for skill permissions.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Question</th>
<th>n</th>
<th>Options</th>
<th>Response</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Device Address</td>
<td>69</td>
<td>✗ Amazon will send me advertisements to my physical address.</td>
<td>22 (31.9%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>✓ The skill will know my full address associated with the device.</td>
<td>41 (59.4%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>✗ The skill will know how I go to work.</td>
<td>4 (5.8%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>✗ None of these.</td>
<td>0 (0%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>I don’t know.</td>
<td>2 (2.9%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Country and Zipcode</td>
<td>68</td>
<td>✗ The skill can locate my phone location.</td>
<td>13 (19%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>✓ The skill will know my zip code associated with the device.</td>
<td>52 (76.4%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>✗ My home address.</td>
<td>2 (3%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>✗ None of these.</td>
<td>1 (1.5%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>I don’t know.</td>
<td>0 (0%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First Name</td>
<td>69</td>
<td>✗ The skill will ask me whether I want to play a voice message.</td>
<td>2 (2.9%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>✓ The skill will ask me whether I want to play a voice message.</td>
<td>48 (69.5%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>✗ The skill may call me.</td>
<td>16 (23.2%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>✗ None of these.</td>
<td>3 (4.3%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>I don’t know.</td>
<td>0 (0%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Full Name</td>
<td>68</td>
<td>✗ Amazon can make purchases using my name.</td>
<td>1 (1.5%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>✗ Amazon will know the full name of the skill I am using.</td>
<td>5 (7.4%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>✓ The skill can read the full name configured for my Alexa account.</td>
<td>41 (60.7%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>✗ None of these.</td>
<td>0 (0%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>I don’t know.</td>
<td>1 (1.5%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mobile Number</td>
<td>69</td>
<td>✗ The skill will send me an email.</td>
<td>13 (18.9%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>✓ The skill may call me.</td>
<td>47 (68%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>✗ A skill can know my dynamic location information.</td>
<td>8 (11.5%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>✗ None of these.</td>
<td>1 (1.5%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>I don’t know.</td>
<td>0 (0%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Location Service</td>
<td>68</td>
<td>✗ The skill will ask me whether I want to play a voice message.</td>
<td>6 (8.8%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>✓ A skill can know my dynamic location information.</td>
<td>47 (68.1%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>✗ Allow a skill to access my device address.</td>
<td>11 (16.1%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>✗ None of these.</td>
<td>3 (4.4%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>I don’t know.</td>
<td>2 (2.9%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Email</td>
<td>69</td>
<td>✗ The skill will call me.</td>
<td>14 (20%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>✓ A skill can read the email configured for my Alexa account.</td>
<td>48 (69.5%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>✓ The skill might send me an email.</td>
<td>7 (10%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>✗ None of these.</td>
<td>0 (0%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>I don’t know.</td>
<td>0 (0%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amazon Pay</td>
<td>68</td>
<td>✓ Amazon Pay will share my name, email and shipping address</td>
<td>22 (32.3%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>✓ Allow a skill to use Amazon Pay to make my payments.</td>
<td>40 (58.8%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>✗ Someone will call me.</td>
<td>0 (0%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>✗ None of these.</td>
<td>3 (4.4%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>I don’t know.</td>
<td>1 (1.5%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alexa Notification†</td>
<td>68</td>
<td>✗ The skill will call me.</td>
<td>1 (1.5%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>✓ The skill will call me.</td>
<td>20 (29.4%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>✓ The skill will ask me whether I want to play a voice message.</td>
<td>36 (53%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>✗ None of these.</td>
<td>7 (10.3%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>I don’t know.</td>
<td>3 (4.4%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alexa Reminder†</td>
<td>69</td>
<td>✗ The skill will ask me whether I want to play a voice message.</td>
<td>32 (46.3%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>✓ Alexa will play a message from the skill without asking me.</td>
<td>22 (31.8%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>✓ The skill can read my browser history.</td>
<td>13 (18.9%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>✗ None of these.</td>
<td>0 (0%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>I don’t know.</td>
<td>2 (2.9%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Read List†</td>
<td>68</td>
<td>✗ The skill may play music automatically.</td>
<td>20 (29.4%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>✓ Allow a skill to modify my shopping list.</td>
<td>16 (23.5%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>✓ The skill can read my shopping list.</td>
<td>25 (36.7%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>✗ None of these.</td>
<td>5 (7.3%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>I don’t know.</td>
<td>2 (2.9%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Write List†</td>
<td>69</td>
<td>✗ The skill will notify me about my bills.</td>
<td>16 (23.2%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>✓ The skill may change my shopping list.</td>
<td>15 (21.7%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>✓ The skill may change my shopping list.</td>
<td>30 (43.4%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>✗ None of these.</td>
<td>4 (5.8%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>I don’t know.</td>
<td>4 (5.8%)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

†: Four permissions were considered to be Alexa-specific. Note: the options for all these questions were shuffled for each survey.